
The Spirituality of Personal Cultures

There are two sides of culture. The main one we are used to is the culture boosted by
the  social  infrastructure.  This  culture,  as  shiny  as  it  may  seem,  has  a  tendency  of
generating luxurious containers mostly empty within. On the other end of the spectrum
however  culture  can  become  the  highest  form  of  spiritual  manifestation.  When
cultivated  by  the  single  individual  without  any  manipulative  aims,  removed  of  all
ambitions to be manifested as a weapon of power, culture by itself become our pray to
the outer spirit from the inner spirit.

Individuals alone have the power and the capacity to develop their culture. No tradition
is needed for this, to the contrary, individuals ought to undertake their own journey
through space to determine what is to become their culture through time. This is the
way to transcend all the evil which in fact the opposite side of culture, the mainstream
culture brings forward. 

Personal cultures are like rocks withstanding the powerful deluge and with it capturing
in  one  way  or  another  the  valuable  artifacts  that  the  rushing  to  power  and
establishment will inevitably generate. Personal cultures do not even feel the stream,
they simply are aware of it and in their practice they are able to put forward a peace of
the senses which slowly turns what was a rock in a bigger and bigger mountain at last
tapping any of the noisy roaring of a humanity lead by everything but spirituality.

The stream now runs at the mountain feet and on the head only a quiet peace place the
now perfect executor of a self-discipline, eyes to eyes with the solar one. There is no
sense of past remorse nor sense of future ambition. The one and the one keep each
other companies constantly generating the never changing flow. And thus the flow is
maintained, neither stagnant nor agitated yet flowing.


